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Family and Staff gather to remember the late
beloved Draper Ave Head Teacher

MEREDITH ROSS

The newly dedicated bench at Draper Avenue
includes the quote:
It did not matter the size of my bank account...
but that I made a difference in the life of a child.
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PROGRAM GOVERNANCE affords parents opportunities to make integral
decisions regarding the direction of program services.
What is the GOVERNING BODY?
In a nutshell a Head Start program’s Governing Body assumes legal and fiscal
responsibility for program operations and the safeguarding of federal funds.
CHILD, Inc.’s Board of Directors is our Governing Body. The Board consists of
elected parents, along with local government and community representatives
who meet four times per year to establish and/or revise agency policies on
program design and operation, finances, and personnel.
What is the POLICY COUNCIL (PC)?
A Head Start program’s Policy Council is responsible for the overall direction
of the program, including long- and short-term goals and objectives based on
self-assessment. Elected parent representatives from each center and home
based group, as well as community representatives gather monthly review,
evaluate, and approve any changes to program design and operation, finances,
and personnel. Members also represent the agency at state and regional Head
Start events.
MEET YOUR 2018-2019 POLICY COUNCIL REPRESENTATIVES
Cady Street:
Jennifer Ludwig & Britny Ward
Payan Street:
Jessica Batista, Kelly Spencer & Sarah Brennan
Draper Ave:
Tara DiPietrantonio, Ashley Lavoie, Nancy Crosby,
			
Katty Nichols, Tonya Alves
Centerville Road: Nicole Johnson, Melissa Constant, Emma O’Keefe
			Patricia Solitoro
Home Based:
Selena Yanez & Nicole Thompson
Community Reps: Barbara Fontes
Board Liaison:
Joe Morrison
We look forward to a great year!
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EARLY
LEARNING
FACT SHEET
Promoting Early Learning and Development Birth To 8

Focus on Reducing Chronic Early Absence
During the early childhood years, children develop important
approaches to learning, social-emotional skills and academic skills
that are critical for future school success.
Too many absences - even excused - can keep children from
succeeding in school and life. Children who are chronically absent
from school during their early years miss multiple opportunities to
learn!
Please do your part now to ensure your child’s future success.

Chang, H. N. & Romero, M. (2008). Present, engaged, and accounted for: The critical importance of addressing
chronic absence in the early grades. Columbia University.
Jordan, P. W. & Miller, R. (2017). Who's in: Chronic absenteeism under the Every Student Succeeds Act.Washington,
DC: FutureEd.
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Attendance

Sending your child every day to is very important and is expected part of their educational experience.
Your child’s teacher has planned classroom activities every day and individualizes these plans to each
child in their classroom. Missing even one day a week means your child misses out on at least
20% of the program. If your child is not in class, they will not benefit to this individualized plan to
support their overall development and school readiness! Sometimes, children may want to stay home
from school because other people are home, they may be tired and/or not embracing a new daily
routine yet. For parents, here are some suggestions on what you can do at home:
• Talk to them about why it is important to go to school every day – their education is the key
		
to doing well in life.
• Be positive about school.
• Set good habits about going to school from day one.
• Have a good morning routine that gets them to school on time, relaxed and with everything
		they need.
• Don’t let them have the day off just because they would rather be at home.
• Keep absences due to illness to times when your child is actually sick - don’t keep them at
		
home when they do not want to go or do not seem very sick.
• Know about your child’s school life - ask questions, listen to your child. This will make it
		
easier to pick up on any concerns they might be having.
• Make vacations plans during break weeks, as every day at school is an opportunity to build
		
skills, and repetition is critical for learning.
Adapted from ‘Practical information about education for parents and careers’ education.govt.nz
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Flu Season is Here – Be Prepared!
Did you know that children younger than five are at high risk of getting very sick from the flu? Flu
spreads quickly when children are in a group setting, which is why parents and child care workers
play a big role in keeping children safe during flu season.

To prevent the flu, do the following:
1) Get vaccinated! Parents can schedule a visit at their child’s doctor to get a flu shot or go to a
school clinic (open to anyone ages 3+). Find a school clinic at health.ri.gov/flu.
2) Encourage all staff and children to wash their hands regularly throughout the day.
3) Clean surfaces that are touched often, such as countertops and toys. Use a disinfectant that is
labeled specifically for cleaning bacteria and viruses.
4) Remind everyone to cover their mouth and nose when sneezing and coughing.
5) Observe children for symptoms of respiratory illness.

Is it the flu or a cold?
How can you tell if a child has a flu or just the common cold? The chart below lists the usual signs
and symptoms of each:
Signs and Symptoms

Influenza

Cold

Symptom onset

Abrupt

Gradual

Fever

Usual; lasts 3-4 days

Rare

Aches

Usual; often severe

Slight

Chills

Fairly common

Uncommon

Fatigue, weakness

Usual

Sometimes

Sneezing

Sometimes

Common

Stuffy nose

Sometimes

Common

Sore throat

Sometimes

Common

Chest discomfort,
cough

Common; can be severe

Mild to moderate;
hacking cough

Headache

Common

Rare

Important Reminders

Immunization Survey
The 2017-2018 center-based
child care immunization survey
results are in. Results will be
shared with you shortly and
posted on the RIDOH website.
The annual survey will be sent
to you in January 2019.

Flu Vaccination – All children attending a child care facility and child care staff must get a
flu vaccine every year by December 31. Have you gotten your shot for the season? If not, visit
health.ri.gov/flu to find a clinic today.
Other Vaccines – Besides flu vaccine, children should be up-to-date on all required vaccines.
When checking the flu vaccination status of a child, take this opportunity to check on other
vaccines, too. It is the parents’ responsibility to provide you with documentation of vaccination,
but it is your responsibility to ensure all children in your facility are up-to-date. Tips:
• Remind parents to get documentation (proof of vaccination) each time their child receives
a vaccine
• Ask parents to bring you the documentation as soon as possible
• If a parent forgets to bring the documentation, remind them when you next see them
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La temporada del flu/gripe está aquí – ¡Prepárese!
¿Sabía que los niños menores de cinco años están en alto riesgo de enfermarse del flu/gripe? El flu/
gripe se propaga rápidamente cuando los niños están en un entorno grupal, razón por la cual los
padres y los proveedores de cuidado infantil juegan un papel importante en mantener a los niños
seguros durante la temporada del flu/ gripe.

Para prevenir el flu/gripe, haga lo siguiente:
1) ¡Vacúnese! Los padres pueden programar una visita al médico de su hijo para recibir la vacuna
contra el flu/gripe o ir a una clínica de la escuela (disponible para cualquier persona de 3 años en
adelante). Encuentre
una clínica escolar en nuestra página de internet www.health.ri.gov/flu
2) Anime a todo el personal y a los niños a lavarse las manos regularmente durante el día.
3) Limpie las superficies que se tocan con frecuencia, tales como mesas o mesones y juguetes.
Utilice un desinfectante que esté etiquetado específicamente para la limpieza de bacterias y virus.
4) Recuérdeles a todos que se cubran la boca y la nariz al estornudar y toser.
5) Esté atento a los síntomas de enfermedades respiratorias en los niños.

¿Es flu/gripe o resfriado?
¿Cómo se puede saber si un niño tiene gripe o sólo un resfriado común? La tabla a continuación
enumera los signos y síntomas habituales de cada uno:
Síntomas y Signos

Flu/Gripe

Resfriado

Inicio de síntomas
Fiebre
Dolores
Escalofríos
Fatiga, debilidad
Estornudos
Nariz tupida/tapada
Dolor de garganta
Malestar de pecho, tos

De repente
Usualmente, dura entre 3 a 4 días
Usualmente, con frecuencia fuertes
Bastante común
Usualmente
A veces
A veces
A veces
Común, puede ser fuerte

Dolor de cabeza

Común

Graduales
Raramente
Leves
No común
A veces
Común
Común
Común
Leve a moderado;
tos seca
Raro

Recordatorios Importantes
Encuesta de inmunización
Los resultados de la encuesta a
los centros de cuidado infantil en el 2017-2018, ya están
disponibles. Los resultados
se compartirán con usted en
breve y se publicarán en nuestra página de internet www.
health.ri.gov La encuesta anual
se le enviará en enero 2019.

Vacunación contra el flu/gripe – Antes del 31 de diciembre, todos los niños que asisten a un centro
de cuidado infantil y su personal deben recibir la vacuna contra el flu/gripe. ¿Ha recibido la vacuna
para esta temporada? Si no, visite nuestra página de internet www.health.ri.gov/flu, para encontrar
una clínica hoy mismo.
Otras vacunas – Además de la vacuna contra el flu, los niños deben estar al día con todas las
vacunas requeridas. Al revisar el registro de la contra el flu, de un niño, aproveche también esta
oportunidad para revisar el registro de otras vacunas. Es responsabilidad de los padres proveerle con
la documentación pero, es su responsabilidad asegurar que todos los niños que asisten a su centro
de cuidados, estén al día. Consejos:
• Recuérdeles a los padres que obtengan documentación (prueba de la vacunación) cada vez que
su hijo reciba una vacuna
• Pídales a los padres que le traigan la documentación lo antes posible
• Si un padre se olvida de traer la documentación, recuérdeselo la próxima vez que lo vea

Kids learn best when schools and families partner together around the
common goal of educating our children. One way we would like to
partner with you to support your child’s school readiness is by hosting
family events that get parents and kids actively engaged in fun, creative,
standards-based learning activities. We believe that staff, children, and
families communicating about early learning concepts in a hands-on
environment will allow for deeper understanding and contribute to more
powerful learning experiences.

During the Week of November 12
each building will be hosting a

Family Math Game Night!
Cady Street:

Wednesday, Nov 14th 5:30pm

Centerville Road: Tuesday, Nov 13th 6pm
Draper Avenue:

Thursday, Nov 15th 6pm

Payan Street:

Wednesday, Nov 14th 6pm
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Cady St. News
Classroom Spotlight
Miss Stacey and Miss Connie’s
Infant/ Toddler Extended Day Classroom
Approaches to learning: We will be painting hands/feet to make squirrels. We will also be using
sponges to paint with texture. During the month we will also focus on using small card on a ramp
verses cars on flat road
Social and Emotional Development: We will be working on our inside and outside voices and
loud and quiet sounds.
Language and Literacy: During the month of November we will be learning ‘The Turkey Song’. We
will also be reading “The Busy Little Squirrel” by Nancy Tafuri
Cognition: We will be exploring the touch and feel book “Fall”. We will be filling and watching birds
and squirrels at our window feeders.
Perceptual, Motor, and Physical Development: We will be dancing with scarves, moving to slow
and fast music. Scribbling and making line and circles with crayons.

“Pearl The Tooth” and
a dental hygienist from
Rhode Island Children’s
Dentistry came to visit
the children at Cady
Street. They gave a short
presentation about dental
hygiene. The children
enjoyed listening to dental
stories and learning how to
properly brush
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Centerville Rd. News
Classroom Spotlight:
Miss Amanda and Miss Wendy
Part Day Head Start
Approaches to Learning: Our focus will be on increasing the children’s imagination in play by
adding new materials to our family living! Children will have the opportunity to explore the new
materials with their peers and use their imagination to act out new play scenarios.
Social and Emotional Development: This month we will focus on positive child-to-child
interactions through activities such as painting with a friend, building bridges with a partner and
using the pair-and-share strategy during our morning meetings.
Cognition: We are in the process of studying trees! So far, we have explored the characteristics of
trees, and what types of animals live in trees. This month, we will be diving deeper into our study
and will be learning how trees change, what types of food come from trees, and who takes care of
trees. Children will also be working on comparing various characteristics of objects. They will have
the opportunity to measure various objects in the classroom and then compare their lengths. They
will also be able to compare whether objects can sink or float, are soft or hard and if they are smooth
or bumpy.
Perceptual, Motor and Physical Development: Children will continue to develop their fine motor
skills through cutting with scissors, stringing beads, and manipulating play dough. Children will be
able to develop their gross motor skills by pedaling tricycles around the playground.
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Draper Ave. News
Classroom Spotlight:
Miss Kris & Miss Lory
Infant/Toddler Extended-Day
The children in our class recently enjoyed participating in a variety of learning opportunities that
addressed the 5 central domains of early learning. These included:
Approaches to Learning: We are using our senses and curiosity to explore new materials/textures
by using playdoh, finger paints and sticky paper.
Social and Emotional Development: We have been practicing our self help skills through familiar
activities and routines,,(making simple choices, helping at mealtime, toothbrushing) which children
develop a sense of belonging and gain self-confidence in themselves.
Language and Literacy: With our books and songs, we are practicing labeling familiar people and
objects. We are working on using simple words/signs to express our thoughts and need while we are
playing and during meal time.
Our favorite songs are “Happy and you know it” “Who’s here today” and “Wheels on the bus”
Cognition: Leaves are everywhere! We have been raking, pushing and collecting all kinds of leaves.
We look at the colors, compare sizes and use them for activities in the classroom. We used crayons to
make tree rubbings.
Perceptual, Motor, and Physical Development: Moving our bodies on different surfaces can be
a challenge! We have been practicing our skills by walking on uneven surfaces, crawling over/under
objects, walking while carrying heavy objects and walking along the edge of the balance beam.
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Payan Street News
Thank you to all the families that were able to attend our Open House! We elected Kelly Spencer,
Jessica Batista, and Sarah Brennan for our Policy Council Representatives. We welcome them and
thank them for volunteering for the position!
Save the date: Wednesday November 14 we will be having our Family Fun Math Night
from 6-7! Please look for more information to be sent home!
Reminders
Please make sure you have an extra set of clothes in your child’s cubby for accidents and spills.
Also remember that we continue to have outdoor play in all types of weather so please send in
appropriate outer wear (our playground has a lot of shade so it tends to get chilly).
Please fill in all required information when signing in and out your child.

Spotlight Classroom
Ms. Keri and Ms. Rebecca’s
Infant/Toddler Extended-Day
Approaches To Learning: The toddlers will be working on engaging with each other and
completing task at hand such as completing a small puzzle or working cooperatively to complete a
group art project.
Social Emotional: We are working on being kind and using words to communicate our wants and
needs. We will talk about working together as a team and helping each other.
Language & Literacy: We will be learning new words like team, help, spider, web, and pumpkin.
The stories we will be reading include The Very Busy Spider by Eric Carle and Duck and Goose Find
A Pumpkin by Tad Hills. The infants are working on early language through cooing and babbling.
Cognition: We are excited to be enjoying the great fall weather and spending time outdoors noticing
and talking about the changes that we see happening to our playground and its’ surroundings. We
will also bring classroom centers out with us to continue working on our developmental skills. It’s
going to be so much fun counting and matching all sort of fun things like spiders, pumpkins, and
leaves this month in Toddler 3! Look for all our paper spiders, pumpkins, fall painting and our own
color changing fall tree that will decorate our classroom walls.
Perceptual Motor and Physical: Gross and Fine Motor: Our infants are working on sitting up
and crawling as well as self-feeding with bottles. The toddlers are working on completing puzzles for
fine-motor development and balance and using pedal bikes for gross motor development.
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High Quality, Research-Based Curriculum

Recommendations of best practice, such as The Head Start Program Performance
Standards of September 2016 and the 2018 National Association for the Education of
Young Children (NAEYC) Early Learning Program Standards note that early learning
programs should implement a high quality, research-based curriculum that…
 Promotes measurable progress toward children's development and learning.
 Is sufficiently content-rich; and drawn from current child development science,
the interests and ideas of the children, and family input.
 Has an organized developmental scope and sequence that include plans and
materials for learning experiences based on developmental progressions and
how children learn.
November 2018 Edition
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High Quality, Research-Based Curriculum
 Helps ensure that teachers are intentional in planning a daily schedule and play
opportunities that maximizes children’s acquisition of knowledge and skills.
 Provides guidance on what (content) and how (learning experiences and
teaching practices) to teach.
 Provides ways to create nurturing and responsive practices, interactions, and
environments that foster trust and emotional security.
 Is aligned with the Head Start Early Learning Outcomes Framework: Ages Birth
to Five and state early learning and development standards.
The Head Start Early Learning Outcomes Framework and RI Early Learning and
Development Standards (RIELDS) are built on the most current knowledge of what
children should know, understand, and be able to do. These standards for children
younger than kindergarten differ from those of older children because they set the
foundational skills necessary for success in the later grades. The curriculum for
children younger than kindergarten also differs from that of older children.
CHILD, Inc. utilizes The Creative Curriculum® for all age groups as it is best aligned
with our program philosophy, meets NAEYC criteria for effective curriculum, and
supports the vision of the Head Start Early Learning Outcomes Framework and RI
Early Learning and Development Standards to provide high quality early care and
education. Through the use of The Creative Curriculum® all children are afforded the
same opportunities to grow and develop in positive ways as teachers use researchbased practices to facilitate school readiness.

https://eclkc.ohs.acf.hhs.gov

https://www.naeyc.org

http://www.fredrogerscenter.org
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Building the Brain’s “Air Traffic Control”
Learning involves the process by which young children grow and change in their
abilities to pay attention to and think about the changing world around them.

Infants and young children rely on their senses, relationships with others, and exploration
of objects and materials in their environments to learn. Every day experiences and
interactions can provide opportunities for young children to learn and solve problems,
differentiate between familiar and unfamiliar people, attend to things they find interesting
even when distractions are present, and understand how their actions affect others.
Research in child development highlights specific skills that are particularly relevant for
success in school and beyond as they set the stage for all other learning possibilities.
These aspects fall under a set of skills called Approaches to Learning. The approaches
to learning domain focuses on how children learn. It refers to the skills and behaviors that
children use to engage in learning. It incorporates emotional, behavioral, and cognitive
regulation as well as initiative, curiosity, and creativity. These skills are also referred to as
executive functioning. They are the mental processes that enable us to plan, focus
attention, remember instructions, and juggle multiple tasks successfully. Just as an air
November 2018 Edition
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Building the Brain’s “Air Traffic Control”
traffic control system at a busy airport safely manages the arrivals and departures of many
aircraft on multiple runways, the developing brain needs this skill set to filter distractions,
prioritize tasks, set and achieve goals, and control impulses.
Approaches to learning and executive function rely on three types of brain function:
working memory, mental flexibility, and self-control. Children are NOT born with these
skills - they are born with the potential to develop them all the way through the teen years
and into early adulthood. If children do not get what they need from their earliest
relationships with adults or the conditions of their early environments their brain
development can be seriously disrupted, delayed or permanently impaired.
To ensure that children develop these capacities the quality of the interactions and
experiences that families, schools, and communities provide should be positive and
enriching.

The Center on the Developing Child at Harvard University. https://developingchild.harvard.edu
Rhode Island Department of Elementary and Secondary Education. (2013).
Rhode Island Early Learning Standards. http://www.ride.ri.gov/els/index.as
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Did you know that by playing with your infant you are helping them learn?
What kind of play helps children learn the best? Play that
really engages children—play that they will focus on and
stay with even when problems arise. This kind of play
helps children develop their approaches to learning—in
other words, the ways they respond to learning
situations. Teachers of young children pay attention not
only to what children learn, but also to how children are
learning. Curiosity about the world, focused attention and
persistence, and creativity are just a few approaches to
learning that children develop through play.
Persistence/Attention: Can they work at a task and complete it?
There are many ways you can help infants increase their attention span. Here are just a few examples:
• Give young infants one or two toys or materials at a time to play with. Switch the toys/materials with
something different when you notice children losing interest. As they get older, rotate indoor and
outdoor toys and materials more regularly to maintain children's interest; provide new ones that build on
those already familiar to the children, such as wind chimes, wind socks, flags that move in the wind,
bird feeders, and new photos of family members.
Initiative/Curiosity: Are they eager to learn?
Here are some ways to foster infant curiosity:
Enliven children's senses—sight, hearing, smell, touch, and taste—to encourage them to react and
move. For example, place one or two colorful toys within an infant's reach during tummy time
• Step back and let infants try things their own way. Sometimes it can be difficult for adults to watch
young children attempt something that they know will not work. Letting children attempt, fail, and even
become a little frustrated is a gift (though this view may vary among families and cultures). It allows
children to eventually gain the understanding that it is okay to try and fail. They might even find that
frustration can be a good motivator to try a different approach. This also helps children build resilience,
the ability to handle stressful situations and still function effectively.
Creativity: Can they interact with people and objects in a variety of ways?
•

There are many ways to encourage infants to think creatively. Give some of these a try:
• Let them explore their own way with toys (such as kitchen utensils, toy cars, etc. and other creative
materials suitable for their age) and let them discover what else they can do with these items. When a
problem comes up, watch to see if they look for new and different ways to solve it.
• Try playing peek-a-boo and other very simple made-up games. Infants might use a block as a mobile
phone or play peek-a-boo by hiding their face behind a cushion. They are copying things they’ve seen
you do.
Nurturing your child’s natural curiosity, imagination and interpretation greatly enhances their ability to get along
with others, problem solve, and understand their world. The good news is that you can support all of these
types of development just by doing what comes naturally as a caregiver: giving your child love,
encouragement, and opportunities.

https://www.naeyc.org/our-work/families/support-learning-with-play
North Carolina Infant and Toddler Early Learning Guidelines Task Force and North Carolina Division of Child
Development, (2008), 55, accessed July 19, 2012
https://eclkc.ohs.acf.hhs.gov
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Approaches to
Approaches
to learning
Learningin
in the
theToddler
ToddlerYears
Years

Approaches to learning focuses on how children learn and the skills and behaviors that children use to
engage in learning. This includes emotional, behavioral and cognitive self-regulation, as well as
initiative, curiosity, creativity.
HOW TODDLERS ARE LEARNING
EMOTIONAL AND BEHAVIORAL SELF-REGULATION
 Uses various strategies to help manage strong emotions, such as removing oneself from the
situation, covering eyes or ears, or seeking support from a familiar adult.
 Begins to manage and adjust actions and behavior with the guidance of familiar adults using words
or signs such as “Stop” or “No” during conflict with a peer instead of hitting. Let the adult know
when they are hungry or tired.
COGNITIVE SELF-REGULATION (EXECUTIVE FUNCTIONING)
 Participates in activities and experiences with people, objects, or materials that require attention
and common focus.
 Shows increasing ability to stay engaged when working towards a goal or solving a problem. Often
tries different strategies until successful.
 Modifies actions or behavior in social situations, daily routines, and problem solving, such as
playing quietly when asked or adjusting to changes in schedule
INITIATIVE AND CURIOSITY
 Prepares for or starts some activities without being directed by others, such as getting ready for
the next activity or bringing a ball to a new child at the playground.
 Participates in new experiences, asks questions, and experiments with new things or materials,
such as collecting leaves and pinecones in the fall.
CREATIVITY
 Combines objects or materials in new and unexpected ways. Shows delight in creating something
new.
 Uses imagination to explore possible uses of objects and materials. Engages in pretend or makebelieve play with other children.
(Head Start Early Learning Outcomes Framework, 2015)
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Approaches to learning in the Toddler Years
During this stage of development, children are rapidly expanding their language
skills. Language plays an important role in the development of executive
function and self-regulation (EF/SR), as it helps children identify their thoughts
and actions, reflect on them, and make plans that they hold in mind and use.
Language also helps children understand and follow increasingly complex
rules—both those that regulate behavior and those that apply to simple games.
Additionally, bilingualism is associated with better EF/SR, so parents who are
fluent in more than one language should use those languages with their children.
Active games: At this age, toddlers are actively developing many important physical skills, and they love physical
challenges. The following activities require toddlers to focus and sustain their attention on a goal, and try things in
new ways if a first attempt fails. They may not always succeed, but the practice is very important. This is a learning
process. Many of these activities will require frequent reminders from adult, and they may not last very long!




What you can do at home:
Move like a variety of animals (ex: jump like a frog, crawl like a bug, etc.)
Play “Follow the Leader” by having your toddler follow you as you march, hop, etc. and then allow her/him
to be the leader, following what he or she does.

Conversation and storytelling: As children develop more spoken language skills, they can begin to engage actively
in conversation with adults and tell simple stories.
What you can do at home:
Relate stories to things that your toddler is familiar with asking things like, “Where do dogs live?” “What
sound does a dog make?” or “What toys do you like to play with in the bath?”
 Allow your toddler to look at books independently and tell the story to you.



Matching/sorting games: Children this age are able to play simple matching and sorting games, which require
children to understand the rule that organizes the activity (sorting by shape, color, size, etc.).
What you can do at home:
Put several items into a bag or empty tissue box and have your toddler reach in and feel and guess the item
or ask him/her to find “something bumpy.”
 Go on a scavenger hunt with your child. Search your home looking for items that has been lost/hidden
under sofa cushions. Once found, help your child sort into separate piles by type.



Imaginary play: Toddlers are beginning to develop the capacity for simple imaginary play. Often, toddlers imitate
adult actions using objects that they have available (such as sweeping with a broom or pretending to cook with a
pot). When they reach this age, these actions are not simply imitative, but can be sustained and show signs of simple
imaginary play plots. For example, after “cooking”, the child will put the pot on the table and pretend to eat.
What you can do at home:
Create a microphone using an empty toilet paper roll and a piece of crumbled aluminum foil. Attach the
ball of aluminum foil to the toilet paper roll with tape. Encourage your child to use to sing or to tell stories.
 Create a fort together. Drape sheets and blankets over furniture. Crawl in with your child. Use a flashlight
to make shadow puppets. You and your child will enjoy this indoor “camping” experience.
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Strategies to Promote Learning with Your Preschooler Home
Parents and extended family members can facilitate the development of a preschoolers
approaches to learning or executive function skills by establishing routines, modeling
social behavior, and creating and maintaining supportive, reliable relationships. It is also
important for children to exercise their developing skills through activities that foster
creative play and social connection, and teach them how to cope with stress.

Promoting Memory
Preschoolers uses memory and thinking skills to solve simple problems, like how to find
a missing toy, where to find a piece of clothing or how to put a puzzle together.
As your child learns to think about you when you are out of sight, separations may be
unsettling for him/her. You can prepare your child for these separations by talking about
what will happen. For example, “Mommy is going to go to the store for a bit. But I am
going to come back soon. When I do, we can read a book together!” It can also be helpful
to talk about familiar people even when they are not around. Preschoolers are learning
that people continue to exist even when they cannot be seen.
A great way to promote memory skills is simply by talking about every day events to help
your child remember experiences in the correct order. For example, “Remember when
we went to the park? What different things did we do?” Use descriptive words to recall
details.
Helping kids get into routines is essential for helping with working memory. Find a pattern
that works and stick with it. Also, don’t forget to be patient. It takes time to build effective
habits, and distractions happen. Don’t expect kids to get it right away. Offering reminders
and praising your child’s efforts to stay on course will help him/her stick with the routine
until it sinks in. Help kids internalize routines by using verbal and visual backups.
Promoting Problem Solving
Young children develop cognitive skills that help them respond to changes and solve
problems. Preschoolers are learning to use what they know to help plan for and solve
problems. They begin to think about how things happen in their play and make changes.
When you play with your preschooler, point out “problems” like blocks that will not
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balance, or toys that sink to the bottom of the tub, or not having enough space to fit toys
in a box. Ask your child to help you make a plan to solve the problem and then try it
together. Then talk about why it did or did not work.
Preschoolers enjoy sorting and comparing objects. Some “problems” children like to solve
include putting things into different piles, or picking all of the things out of a pile that are
in their favorite color or colors. Children also often enjoy making patterns with objects,
which is another way of sorting and comparing.
Promoting Emotional/Behavioral Regulation
Maintaining a calm attitude and presence when their child is upset is key. Introduce the
idea of taking three deep breaths as a calming technique. Children can use the mantra
"smell the flowers" (inhale) and "blow out the candles" (exhale). Teach and practice when
children are calm, and coach them when they're upset.
Help your child identify when his/she is tense and stressed, or relaxed and calm. Name
those feelings when you see them. Model ways in which young children can express their
feelings and emotions effectively and appropriately. For example saying “I’m upset” or “I
don't like that.” Or telling your child "You can scribble on paper when you're angry."
Promoting Impulse Control
Play games, such as Simon Says or freeze dance, where your child is challenged to
control impulses and hold information in mind and use it to perform a task. Be sure to
praise all attempts to regulate or control their impulses ("Jeremy, thank you for
remembering for walk in the parking lot.").
Promoting Initiative and Curiosity
Show delight with your child’s discoveries (“That is a fantastic pine cone! Tell me about
where you found it."). Encourage inquiry by asking open-ended questions, such as: "I
wonder how that got there?", "What would happen if …?", "How might you do that?", or
"How might you learn more about …?" Play games that build on and extend children's
curiosity, such as "I Spy”.
Promoting Creativity
Create an environment where your preschooler feels supported and can take risks (not
afraid to try and fail). Praise effort and persistence! Allow time for to investigate his/her
own interests. Actively listen to ideas and ask questions that invite explanation about what
he/she is doing and why. Respond to your child in ways that let know you accept and
appreciate the creative ways he/she solve problems, approach tasks, and express
themselves.
Provide opportunities to create and explore with a variety of materials. Create a "recycle
center" where leftover materials are available for projects. Organize materials by size,
texture, and color. Encourage children to keep them organized too.
https://eclkc.ohs.acf.hhs.gov

http://www.developingchild.harvard.edu
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5 Ways to Support Preschoolers
Social–Emotional Learning at Home and in School

By Kate Zinsser
Here are some ways that adults can support children’s understanding of emotions and developing and
use social emotional skills:
1. Give explicit instructions.
You can ask children directly to demonstrate their social-emotional learning skills through certain prompts
and activities. For instance, you can show children different picture cards of emotional expressions and
teach them the names of new emotions (like disgust or surprise). This may occur during story time at
school or at home. The lesson can be as simple as saying, “When I make this face, it means I’m feeling
____.” Another activity adults can do is displaying pictures showing children making different facial
expressions and asking them to point toward the image that represents how they’re feeling that day.
2. Practice through books.
You can read a book and help children to think of times when they have felt the same as the main
character. For example, the Mercer Mayer classic ‘I Was So Mad’ can encourage children to think of
times they’ve been mad and what they do to feel better. For a great list of story books that can support
children’s social and emotional learning, check out the list published by Vanderbilt’s Center on the Social
and Emotional Foundations for Early Learning.
3. Model rules and expectations.
Articulate the rules you set about expressing emotions in the classroom or at home. This includes
providing specific rules — no hitting, share your toys, and so on — but also means following the rules
yourself. Children learn a great deal through observing and imitating others, especially their parents
and teachers. As such, adults can promote social-emotional learning by conscientiously modeling ways
in which emotions are expressed and regulated in social situations. This can be through elaborate roleplaying activities, or just by expressing emotions and narrating to children how you feel and what you’re
going to do about your feelings.
4. Validate and encourage the expression of feelings.
Respond to a child’s emotions by validating their feelings as opposed to dismissing them. For instance,
this means asking, “What’s wrong?” rather than saying, “Stop crying.” Teachers and parents can
encourage a child’s emotional expressions by responding constructively to them. Only when an adult
understands why a child is upset can the adult help the child cope with their emotions and what
has caused them. Minimizing, punishing, or dismissing a child’s emotions does not give the child the
opportunity to learn how to respond constructively to those emotions.
5. Guide children toward reflection.
It is important for children to associate social and emotional competence with some relief from strong
emotions, either on their part or on others’. This is key to their development of traits such as think
about and understanding how others feel as they get older. You can point out moments at which these
occur to help your child understand them. For example, you might say, “I like how you noticed Johnny
was upset and gave him a hug. How did that make you feel?”
Children are learning social and emotional competencies through nearly all of their regular interactions
with teachers and classmates. These lessons continue on the playground and at home, where parents
can continue to teach social and emotional competencies to their young children — and in the process,
better prepare them for kindergarten and beyond.
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Kids & Video Games
from Bradley Hospital Parenting Articles

“Video games have increasingly become a primary source of entertainment for adults and children
alike. With so many games featuring themes of war, violence and death, it can be difficult for parents
to find age-appropriate games for their children.” Dr. Karyn Horowitz from Bradley Hospitals parenting
articles.
Nicole Franklin, MD, a fellow in child and adolescent psychiatry at Bradley Hospital and The Warren
Alpert Medical School of Brown University, offers tips on choosing age appropriate games and limiting
screen time:
Finding Age-Appropriate Games
Determining appropriateness of a game can often be difficult as the rating system is vague and must
cover many themes all with only a one-letter designation. Educating yourself on what these letters
mean as well as how they are assigned is the first step.
Asking other parents as well as staff at gaming stores can lead to accurate representation of what the
game looks like and how realistic the play may be.
Perhaps the best way to determine how appropriate a game is to play it yourself, or watch your child
play the game. If at anytime you feel that the themes are developmentally inappropriate for your child,
remove the game and explain the reasons to the child. Let them ask questions and explain, at a level
that they can understand, why they cannot play that game. It is also wise to have replacements in mind
and let them chose from games you have deemed appropriate.
Screen Time
The American Academy of Pediatrics recommends one hour of “screen time” per day. This screen time
could include watching television or playing video games. It is important to set this limit and maintain
it. Allowing the child to choose which activity they want to engage in makes them feel that they have
more control.
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Kids & Video Games
from Bradley Hospital Parenting Articles

“Live” Interaction
More and more video games can be played via a “live” format, where children can interact with friends
online using a headset to engage in multiplayer games. Even with this “live” interaction these games
are a socially isolating activity as there is no opportunity to learn to read facial expressions and social
cues. Encouraging other social activities outside of the game play can assist with this crucial aspect of
social development.
Limit Playing of Violent Games
It has been shown that playing violent video games can lead to increased aggressive behaviors and
fearfulness in short term, therefore it is important to limit playing time. A recent study showed that this
risk was higher in boys as well as in those with an aggressive temperament, low moral values and lack
of empathy for others. Situational factors such as a living in a violent family also increased the risk for
aggression after viewing violent video games.
With all of these factors it can be hard to determine what is okay. Following these guidelines will help:
• Monitor what your child is playing or watching.
• Be open to questions about your reasons for not letting them play a game that perhaps their
		
friends can play.
• Play with them. You will learn about the game, and spend shared play time with your child.

The Entertainment Software Rating Board (ESRB) ratings provide guidance about video games and
apps so that consumers, especially parents, can make informed choices about the ones they deem
suitable for their family. http://www.esrb.org/
For more articles and information on parenting go to https://www.bradleyhospital.org/parenting-articles
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Children & TV Violence

American children watch an average of four hours of television daily. Television can be a powerful
influence in developing value systems and shaping behavior.
Unfortunately, much of today’s television programming is violent. Hundreds of studies of the effects
of TV violence on children and teenagers have found that children may become “immune” or numb to
the horror of violence, gradually accept violence as a way to solve problems, imitate the violence they
observe on television, and identify with certain characters, victims and/or victimizers.
Extensive viewing of television violence by children causes greater aggressiveness. Sometimes, watching
a single violent program can increase aggressiveness. Children who view shows in which violence is
very realistic, frequently repeated, or unpunished, are more likely to imitate what they see.
Children with emotional, behavioral, learning, or impulse control problems may be more easily influenced
by TV violence. The impact of TV violence may be immediately evident in the child’s behavior or may
surface years later. Young people can even be affected when the family atmosphere shows no tendency
toward violence.
While TV violence is not the only cause of aggressive or violent behavior, it is clearly a significant factor.
Parents can protect children from excessive TV violence in the following ways:
• Point out that although the actor has not actually been hurt or killed, such violence in real life
		
results in pain or death.
• Refuse to let the children see shows known to be violent, and change the channel or turn off
		
the TV set when offensive material comes on, with an explanation of what is wrong with
		the program.
• Disapprove of the violent episodes in front of the children, stressing the belief that such
		
behavior is not the best way to resolve a problem.
• To offset peer pressure among friends and classmates, contact other parents and agree to
		
enforce similar rules about the length of time and type of program the children may
		watch.
Parents can also use these measures to prevent harmful effects from television in other areas such as
racial or sexual stereotyping.
Source: Facts for Families, The American Academy of Child and Adolescent Psychiatry. Go to www.aacap.org for more
information.
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Getting Ready for Kindergarten: Language Development
Tips for Parents:

Take time to listen and talk with your child. Some good times for
conversation are while traveling, at mealtimes and at bedtime.
Encourage your child to speak in complete sentences when
engaged in conversations.
Introduce your child to new vocabulary words.
Encourage your child to listen and use language to express ideas
and feelings.
Involve your child in activities and games that require listening
and following directions with multiple steps.
Read and tell stories that have interesting characters and easy to
follow plots. Talk with your child about the stories after you read
them or tell them.
Read and sing nursery rhymes and rhyming stories with your
child.
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4

5

19

18

25

Take a family walk.
Listen for bird sounds.

26

Use popsicle sticks to
create shapes.

Read a Thanksgiving
story.

Experiment heavy vs.
light using feathers
and rocks.

Brown Week: look for
things that are brown
this week.

Paint your child’s
hand to make
handprint turkeys or
just fingerprint.

12

Make playdough
adding pumpkin spice.

Monday

11

Rake leaves and jump
in the pile.

Sunday

6

27

Clap your hands to the
beat of a song today.

20

Make a picture or
decoration for
Thanksgiving.

Talk about things that
make you sad.

13

Cut pictures of
expressive faces from
magazines and make a
feelings collage.

Tuesday

7

21

28
Practice humming
with your child.

Help your child make
a list of the things
they are thankful for.

Make a map.

14

Name fruits and
vegetables found in
your refrigerator.

Library Day!

29

22
Ask your child to help
set the table and
count the items.

Have your child tell a
story to a family
member.

15

8

Find food items or
animals that begin
with the same sound
as your child’s first
name. Name the
letter.

Talk about things that
make you happy.

.

1

Thursday

Wednesday

Turn off the music & movies in the car and talk about where you are going, what you
are going to do and what might happen when you get there. • Turn off the TV and
put down the phone at meal times. Talk about what you did or are going to do
today. • Ask your child to draw you a picture and then tell you about it. • Model
sympathy & caring for others. • Talk about situations and how they might make
people feel happy, sad, frustrated, angry, scared, etc. • Encourage your child to talk
about and label his/her feelings. • Teach calming techniques when you see your
child becoming upset. “Stop, take a deep breath, relax,” etc.

Thoughts and Feelings

2

23

16

Pretend to fly.

30

Look at Thanksgiving
photos. Have your
children describe
what they see.

Practice calming
breathing.

Talk about things that
make you angry.

9

Make a grocery
shopping list together.

Friday

3

24
Have your child make
a pretend pie using
leftover pie tin, mud,
rocks and water.

17
Collect acorns and
count acorns.

10
Sort leaves according
to color and then
shape.

Play a game together
or as a family.

Saturday

November
2018
Kindergarten
Activity Calendar

Parent, Family & Community Engagement

FAMILY WELL-BEING*
We have learned over the years that parents and families who feel safe in their home and community,
who try to make healthy choices in their families lives, who take care of health problems/issues their
family members may face and who try to keep their family’s finances in check have children who often
succeed in their education experience and overall educational success. As we all know, every family is
different and sometimes face a range of challenges that can effect a family in different ways. Often,
there are community resources, information, advocates and/or mentors who can help families face
some of the obstacles that come up and guide families to the information or help to remove these
barriers to reach a healthy, family well-being. For our families who participate in the FPA process
(Family Partnership Agreement) with our family services staff, it allows a time to review the various
things that make up each of our family’s overall well-being. If there are obstacles or challenges a family
is facing, our family service staff often have information on, or experience with, community resources
or expertise that can help a family work on eliminating these obstacles. Through the FPA process, our
staff gets to know you and your family better and will develop goal(s) with the family on things they
may want to accomplish to support their families well-being and children’s school readiness. Some
goals can be accomplished in a short time frame with referral and connection to community resources
and some can be long term goals that may take months or even years! C.H.I.L.D Inc.’s goal is always
to help and support every family to achieve whatever goals they feel are import for themselves and
their children’s family.
*Each month we will focus on one area in an article in the monthly newsletter to better understand each one of these
and how it connects to your child’s school readiness! Parent and Family engagement at C.H.I.L.D Inc. is all about building
relationships with families that support a family’s overall well-being; supports strong relationships between parents and their
children; and nurtures ongoing learning and development for both parents and children to support school readiness for both
the child and their family. When a child is ready for school they can succeed in growing and learning! Research has found
that these seven focus areas for parents and families helps to lead to school readiness for their children.
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Dads: Making Visitation with Your Kids Work
Visitation. You have a few hours to connect with your children; maybe an overnight, and then they are
gone for another week, or two. Do you pressure yourself to cram a week’s worth of parent time into
a few hours? Are your kids feeling the stress of shuttling between two homes? Here are a few tips to
make visitation more enjoyable for kids and adults.
If you need to have a difficult discussion with your children’s mother don’t have it during a visit. Visits
are a time for your children to enjoy. Starting them off with an argument or fight will only cause them
more stress and it may set the tone for the entire visit. Set a time after the kids are asleep to speak
with the children’s mother over the telephone. Your children have a right to be isolated from the
difficulties you might be having with their mother.
At first, give visits some time before you expect them to go smoothly. At first you may have to work
through a little trial and error. Picking the best time and the best place for drop offs may take some
time. Kids get hungry. Try to have drop offs before or after usual meal times. Commuting to and from
drop off locations can lead you straight into traffic jams that try the best of us. You might have to try
a couple of arrangements before finding the right place and time for drop-offs.
Second, stay loose. You may be tempted to cram your weekends full of hectic video arcades, all-day
amusement parks, exhausting zoo trips, loud pizza palaces and on and on. Remember to leave room for
just hanging out together, or give your children choices of what they’d like to do. Capitalize on shared
interests, or hobbies you can do together, where you’re free to relate to one another instead of being
entertained. Eventually, as you all get used to the arrangement, you’ll spend more time at playgrounds,
beachcombing, bicycling, playing board games, doing hobbies, and reading together. The feeling that
you’re having a “fathering appointment” will fade.
Next, set aside a place in your house that’s just for your child. Whether it’s a room, a corner, or a
bookshelf your child needs a space that is theirs. This space will tell them that they have a place in
your home whether they are there or not. Your child also needs to feel a connection to you and your
house; he or she needs a regular reminder of the special bond between you two.
Third, talk about your beliefs and what’s important to you, but also realize that your child may be
getting a different message from their mother. It can be very difficult for children to have to work
under different rules from different parents. Do what you can to come to agreement with the children’s
mother regarding the basics (what kids eat, bedtimes, TV habits, discipline methods). Don’t put down
her system -- it will create a lot of confusion for the children. This is especially important in the areas
of entertainment, behavior, household rules, and traditions.
Finally, whenever possible, be flexible and cooperative with your children’s mother. If she needs
to change the arrangements this month, don’t refuse just to spite her. You aren’t obligated to do
everything she wants you to, but your kids will benefit from seeing the two of you working things out
together. They will be more at ease since they won’t be asked to take sides, or witness an argument.
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A Thanksgiving Feast Free of Threats
Turkey safety— the turkey is the biggest star. Make sure he evokes a round of applause—not a
round of visits to the bathroom or, worse, the hospital.
• Buy carefully.
1. Avoid fresh, stuffed turkeys; buy your turkey at least 1-2 days before you cook it, and keep
		
it in the fridge; keep it in the freezer if you’ve bought it earlier.
• Defrost properly.
1. Thaw in the refrigerator (every 4-5 lbs. needs one day to thaw).
2. Submerge the turkey (wrapped in leak-proof packaging) in cold water (every 1 lb. needs 30
		
minutes to thaw) that should be changed every half hour.
3. Microwave in a microwave-safe pan, removing any packaging and following the
		manufacturer’s instructions.
• Cook immediately after thawing.
1. Avoid slow cooking or partially cooking the turkey.
2. At 165 degrees F at least.
3. Opt to cook the stuffing separately.
• Use a thermometer on the innermost part of the thigh and wing, as well as the thickest
portion of the breast, to ensure that the turkey is well cooked.
• Don’t carve at once; give the juices time (20 min.) to settle.
• Keep Clean!
1. Wash your hands with soap and water before and after handling food.
2. Keep all surfaces and utensils clean.
3. Never handle cooked and raw food together, in order to avoid cross-contamination.
4. Keep raw meat away from vegetables or other uncooked food.
Thanksgiving is a social dinner; while talking, joking, and laughing, choking is a very dangerous
possibility.
• Call 911 if the person can’t cough, breathe, or speak.
• Give the victim five sharp blows on the back with the heel of your hand.
• If unsuccessful, wrap your hands around the victim’s abdomen and give five quick upward
		thrusts.
Store leftovers properly to eliminate food poisoning. A training for food safety will help you
and your staff, if you’re an employer, to eliminate potential health risks.
• When serving, keep hot foods hot and cold foods cold!
• Refrigerate leftovers promptly, no more than two hours after food has been served.
• Leftovers are most safely eaten within 3 days, or should otherwise be moved to the freezer.
• Store food in shallow containers.
• Reheated leftovers should be cooked to 165 degrees F; gravy should be boiled.
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HELPING THE UNEMPLOYED IN
RHODE ISLAND RETURN TO WORK

Are you 50+ years of age and unemployed?
Platform to Employment (P2E) helps the unemployed return to work while helping area
companies address the need to find skilled workers. Classes forming now. No cost.
Space is limited. Apply on-line now or call 401-462-8912 for more details.


Provides a support system of career development tools, workshops, and successful
job search strategies



After completing the program, participants will be assisted in finding a job where
their future employer can take advantage of wage subsidies paid for by P2E

COMPLETE ONLINE APPLICATION TODAY
www.platformtoemployment.com
Funded by
the Governor’s Workforce Board RI
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Parent Support
Groups at Bradley Hospital

Bradley Hospital Parents Support Group
Bradley Hospital’s Parents Support Group is a support group for parents and families of children with
emotional, behavioral, psychiatric or developmental disorders. Events are free and open to the public.
Free babysitting is available. Preregistration is required.
Meeting Time: Second Thursday of each month, 6:30 - 8:30 p.m.
Meeting Location: Bradley Hospital Pine Room
Contact: Chris Brown, 401-432-1205 or email cbrown@lifespan.org
Social Support Group for Adults with Asperger’s Syndrome. Asperger/Autism Network,
Rhode Island Chapter
This support group is facilitated by Arthur Mercurio of the Center for Autism and Developmental
Disabilities at Bradley Hospital. It is free and meets the second Monday of each month. The group
may cancel on holidays or in bad weather. Please call for more information and to verify the meeting
date and time.
Meeting Time: Second Monday of each month, 6:30 - 8 p.m.
Meeting Location: Bradley Hospital Pine Room
Contact: Roseanne at CADD, Bradley Hospital 401-432-1189
Asperger/Autism Network, Rhode Island Chapter, Parent Support Group
This support group is for parent of adults or older children with Asperger’s Syndrome. It is free and
meets the second Monday of each month during the school year. The group may cancel on holidays
or in bad weather. Please call for more information and to verify the meeting date and time. Preregistration required. For more information visit www.aane.org.
Meeting Time: Second Monday of each month during the school year, 6:30 - 8 p.m.
Meeting Location: Bradley Hospital Staff Dining Room
Contact: Barbra Whalen 401-762-1763
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Parent Support
Groups at Bradley Hospital
RI ADDult Support Group
This group for adults with ADD/ADHD meets the third Thursday of each month (except July, August
and December) in the Pine Room at Bradley Hospital. A safe, positive, educational environment for
those dealing with the daily issues of ADD/ADHD is provided. The group is free, but donations are
gratefully accepted. For more information visit www.riaddults.org.
Meeting Time: Third Thursday of each month except August and December, 7 - 9 p.m.
Meeting Location: Bradley Hospital Pine Room
Contact: 401-782-4286 info@riaddults.org
CHADD of RI (Children and Adults with Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder)
CHADD of RI is the local chapter of the national non-profit organization CHADD, which seeks to
promote and provide education and support regarding attention deficit hyperactivity disorder in adults
and children. Visit http://www.chadd.org/ or http://www.help4adhd.org/ for more information.
Meeting Time: First Wednesday of the month, 7 - 9 p.m.
Meeting Location: Bradley Hospital Pine Room
Contact: 401-369-0045
About Bradley Hospital
Bradley Hospital is the nation’s first psychiatric hospital for children and offers a wide range of
resources, supports and treatments for a number of mental health concerns young children and their
families face.
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Parent Resources
Bradley Hospital Parent Support Group - 401.432.1205
For parents and families of children with emotional, behavioral, psychiatric, or developmental
challenges. Meets monthly 2nd Thurs, 6:30-8pm in the Pine Room at Bradley Hospital. Babysitting is
available, but must be scheduled in advance.

Other Support Groups include: Friend social skills group: A weekly social skills group for children
and parents; T.A.G: (Teen Anxiety Group): A weekly anxiety management group for teens and their
parents or guardians; Incredible Years group: A weekly group for parents of children who have low
frustration tolerance. For more information or to enroll, call Bradley Hospital’s Outpatient Department
at 401-432-1119, or email bradleygroups@lifespan.org.

Family Fun Events
Family Fun idea: Have you gone to all the carousels in Rhode Island? Did you know we had all of
these carousels in our state? Plan a trip to each of the carousels in our state and take a picture at
each one. Some are open year around some only when the weather is warm. Before you go make
sure to check the days and times they are open!
Adventureland
789-0030
www.adventurelandri.com
112 Pt. Judith Road, Narragansett.
Poppy’s Victorian Carousel.
Atlantic Beach Park at Misquamicut
322-0504
atlanticbeachpark.com
321 Atlantic Avenue, Westerly.

Loof Carousel
728-0500 x 252
Slater Park, Newport Avenue, Pawtucket.
This historic carousel, built in 1895, is one of the few
remaining and older standing carousels in the Country.

Warwick Mall Carousel
739-7500
The carousel is located in the food court and family
Carousel Village in Roger Williams Park entertainment center. 10am-8pm. $1.
461-1099
www.rwpzoo.org/carousel
Providence.
Carousel, Hasbro’s Boundless Playground,
food trucks, birthday parties.
Crescent Park Carousel
433-2828
700 Bullock’s Point Avenue, East Providence.
Easton’s Beach Carousel
845-5810
Newport.
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Warwick Public Library Story Time
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West Warwick Public Library Story Time

Coventry Public Library - Greene
Toddler, Tunes & Tales
Wednesdays 10am
Children ages 1 to 5 are invited with their caregivers for music,
stories, felt board activities, parachute play, crafts & playtime !
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Barnes & Noble
				Warwick			 Store Hours:
				Warwick Centre 		Sun 10-7
				
1350-B Bald Hill Rd 		
Mon-Thu 9-9
				
Warwick, RI 02886 		
Fri & Sat 9-10
				401-826-8885
Saturday November 03, 2018 11:00am
Storytime and Activities Featuring How the Grinch Stole Christmas!
Grow your heart three sizes with this beloved holiday classic. Join us for Storytime featuring activities
and an Advent calendar to take home, while supplies last. Plus, get a coupon from our Café for a
grilled cheese sandwich with milk or juice for $4!
Saturday November 10, 2018 11:00am
Storytime and Activities Featuring Juno Valentine and the Magical Shoes
Juno embarks on an epic journey through time and space, stepping into the shoes of female icons
like Frida Kahlo and Serena Williams. Join us for a Storytime that’s both a fashion fairy tale and guide
to girl power and get a coupon from our Café for a grilled cheese sandwich with milk or juice for $4!
Saturday November 17, 2018 11:00am
Storytime and Activities Featuring Bear Says Thanks
What better way for Bear to say thanks than to have a big dinner with all his friends! Join us for this
special Thanksgiving Storytime celebrating family and friendship and get a coupon from our Café for
a grilled cheese sandwich with milk or juice for $4!
Saturday November 17, 2018 2:00pm
Explore the Magic Harry Potter Event
Live the adventure of Harry Potter and Fantastic Beasts! Join us for activities, games, cosplay, LEGO
building, special offers, and giveaways!
Saturday November 24, 2018 11:00am
Storytime and Activities Featuring Mickey Mouse Goes Christmas Shopping
In this charming vintage book, Mickey and Minnie take Mickey’s nephews to a big department store
for a day of holiday shopping they’ll never forget. Join us for Storytime and get a coupon from our
Café for a grilled cheese sandwich with milk or juice for $4
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